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Glam Beauty Salon was formed in 2001 and opened up in October of  that year. We have 

always been at the premises that we are in now in The Town Centre Mall in Swords. At that 

time we just had the downstairs portion of  the building and it comprised of  a very small 

reception area and three treatment rooms.

It was a small start but through hard work and very loyal and happy customers the name of  our 

business grew over time. Over time we have introduced some wonderful brands like 

DECLÉOR, Environ, Advanced Nutrition Programme, Jane Iredale, Lycon and Shellac to 

name a few.

As our client base grew we also needed to grow and our original salon layout was no longer 

working for us, so in 2007 a major extension and renovation took place. We acquired the 

upstairs portion to the building and set about to break through from bottom to top floor and a 

wonderful design was generated.

This gave us three treatment rooms and a tanning room downstairs and five treatment rooms 

upstairs with a dedicated nail bar area also. It also allowed us to put in a much more substantial 

reception area which allowed us to display and stock a lot more of  your favourite products.

With this extra room now we can now cater for all treatments we have regular visits from our 

cosmetic doctor. We have seen a lot of  changes in Swords in the last decade and a half  and we 

are now one of  the oldest businesses on The Mall at this stage yet we still strive to keep you up 

to date with all changes in the industry

Thank you to all our loyal customers again, without you we would not be here. 
And remember always shop local please. 

Thank you…Love Always,  Mairead & The Glam Girls

BAbout Glam Beauty



DECLÉOR has been a pioneer in aromatherapy and phytotherapy since the 1970s 

and continues to scoop numerous accolades from the beauty industry and top 

magazines world-wide. With just a handful of  innovative formulations including 

Aromnessence Neroli and Prolagene Gel which are still in DECLÉOR’S 

SKINCARE range today, it marked the start of  a beauty phenomenon.

With a global reputation for excellence, as one of  the most comprehensive and ecologically 

sound ranges, DECLÉOR SKINCARE harnesses the potent benefits of  natural ingredients 

such as essential oils to give beautiful, glowing skin everyday.

DECLÉOR SKINCARE uses only 100% natural, pure and preservative-free essential oils 

because we believe they are simply the best for skin, stimulating or relaxing, soothing or 

revitalising, depending on the combination used.

Ultimate Vitamin Glow
Award-winning vitamin facial to leave your skin visibly radiant. This 

internationally renowned, multi-award winning facial is power-packed with 

vitamins and anti-oxidants.

Stress simply melts away thanks to five deeply relaxing massage techniques and the ideal 

rebalancing aromatic elixir for your complexion.

Our deliciously warm and decongesting mask softly cocoons skin, providing the perfect 

environment for it to flourish.

Skin is left deep cleansed, perfectly replenished and glowing with vitality.

Price: €75
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Harmonie Calm
Desensitises and reinforces stressed, fragile and reactive skins. This intensely 
soothing treatment instantly relieves irritated complexions. Acting like a calming 
comfort blanket, Blueberry Extract soothes angry, sore skin; a cooling Algae 
plasticizing mask peels away to reveal a calmer, smoother surface.

Redresses all types of  sensitivity whether due to stress, poor diet, illness, medication or simply 
general fatigue. Skin becomes clear, soothed and more resilient to environmental aggressions.

Price: €80

Oxygenating Pure and Matt
This mattifying facial targets spots, blemishes, open pores and excessive shine. 
Includes a balancing and deeply oxygenating power mask to bring instant clarity 
to dull, devitalised skin; a three-stage massage ritual also intensively detoxifies, 
relaxes and refines uneven texture.

Brings previously oily, combination and dull skin back to life leaving it luminous, crystal clear, 
beautifully matte… and completely flawless.

Price: €80

Divine Nutrition
Deliciously cocooning and nourishing to comfort and repair. The end of  dry, flaky 
skin, our ultra-nourishing facial deeply soothes, repairs and renews. Chestnut 
Extract boosts crucial lipid production and micro-circulation while nourishing 
Geranium and Rose feed skin with vital nutrients.

By locking-in moisture, complexions are also strengthened against wind, rain and cold making it 
ideal for anyone who spends a lot of  time outdoors. Even the driest complexions are left 
supremely supple, comfortable and satin smooth.

Price: €80
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Lift Yoga

We’ve all heard of  the body firming practise that is yoga; now Decléor are 
launching an all new facial with those very same benefits for your skin. Facial Lift 
Yoga aims to fight against the signs of  ageing whilst leaving your skin, body and 
mind feeling uplifted.

The treatment is a unique  facial combining the flow, rhythm and repetition of  powerful 
Kobido massage techniques. Facial Lift Yoga combats the signs of  ageing by activating the 
collagen and elastin in your skin and promoting the elimination of  toxins. Combined with the 
power and aroma of  iris and lavandula essential oils for smoothed, firmed and luminous skin.

The treatment aims to improve skin radiance and luminosity, reduce the sagging of  cheekbones 
and improve the lift of  eyelids, powered by Prolagène Lift.

Price: €85

Orexcellence Pilates

A Pilates session for the skin to help visibly lift, remodel and re-densify.

Facial Pilates has been created to deliver a natural lift to the face, helping reshape the contours 
of  the face with a re-cushioning effect. The facial includes a back massage to help you 
completely unwind & release the mind. After a deep cleansing & three facial massages, your 
therapist will help lift your skin with a massage using our outstanding Energy Youth 
Concentrate Mask.

This will plump and smooth the appearance of  lines & wrinkles, whilst softening & increasing 
the tone, leaving the skin glowing with rosy youthfulness.

Price: €75



Express Facial

The effective rescue remedy for perfectly radiant skin. Discover what makes 
Decléor facials world famous with this divine ‘taster’. When you’re short of  time 
but want to bring back an irresistibly healthy complexion, this is the perfect rescue 
remedy.

For rapid results, your expert therapist uses a combination of  massage, Essential Oils and a 

gentle polish to smooth and revitalise tired skin leaving it fresh and radiant instead.

Price: €45
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Environ Skincare achieves outstanding results for people who are serious about 
skin! Formulated by Dr Des Fernandes, a prominent Cape Town plastic surgeon. 
Dr Fernandes was the first person in the world to introduce vitamin A into 
skincare products in high effective doses. This range established Environ as a 
leader in skincare.

Environ’s vision has always been to make the best skincare in the world, through a philosophy 
of  well researched, scientific skincare. Environ products and treatments are effective, proven, 
cost-effective and inspired through teamwork to offer real results and a glowing healthy 
radiance.

The Ionzyme DF Machine is used in our Environ treatments. This machine enhances the 
penetration of  products through the skin, a crucial step because the skin has a natural, 
waterproof  barrier that resists the penetration of  vitamins. It overcomes this resistance with 
two tried and tested methods, Iontophoresis (electrical pulses) and Sonophoresis (sound waves). 
Both methods can be combined, where necessary, for intensive treatments. The results from 
these treatments are truly amazing and Environ is acclaimed by international beauty editors, 
skincare therapists and dermatologists.
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Essential Treatments  90MIN
Environ’s pioneering dual electro-sonic technology sets the benchmark for professional skincare 

treatments. Low frequency sonophoresis together with pulsed iontophoresis in combination with 

Environ’s professional skin care products, help deliver more of  what skin needs where it needs it 

most – making a real lasting difference to your skin for life

ESSENTIAL YOUTH RESET     €110
Helps soften the appearance of  fine lines, sun-damage & sagging skin with our 

peptide and vitamin packed facial for a more youthful appearance.

ESSENTIAL MOISTURE BOOST     €90
Helps reduce the appearance of  fine lines caused by dehydration and increases the 

plumpness of  the deeper layers of  the skin. Hyaluronic Acid is the hero ingredient, 

promoting a moisturised, glowing-looking skin.

ESSENTIAL COMFORT CALM     €90
Ideal for sensitive, irritated skin. A powerful combination of  smart ingredients, 

leaving the skin feeling soothed with a healthy radiance.

ESSENTIAL RADIANCE REVEAL     €90
A targeted solution for sun-damaged or pigmented skin. Boosting the skin with 

the correct combination of  ingredients, results in flawless, radiant-looking skin.

ESSENTIAL VITAMIN TOUCH (NON DF)    €90
A luxurious, relaxing treatment that delivers essential vitamins to restore the skin’s health, 

radiance and resilience. The magic of  this treatment lies in the combination of  a specially 

selected powerhouse formulations and the caring, therapeutic hands of  the skin care 

professional. Recommended for anyone contra-indicated to electro-sonic current.



Focus-On Treatments 30MIN
Specially developed to target specific areas using Environ’s revolutionary dual electro-sonic DF 
technology, ensuring that your primary skin care concerns are directly addressed. Perfect for 
when time is limited.

FOCUS-ON EYE treatment     €60
Combining our powerful peptide complexes with Hyaluronic Acid, ensures a 
completely refreshed, hydrated and youthful appearance.

FOCUS-ON TEXTURE treatment     €60
An intensive combination of  the three Environ technologies; Dual ELECRO-SONIC, 
COOL PEEL and MICRO NEEDLING improve the appearance of  mild scarring, 
revealing smoother, evenly textured skin.

FOCUS-ON EVEN TONE treatment     €60
The powerful combination of  vitamin A, C and AHA is a unique approach to assist in 
lightening the appearance of  pigmented marks resulting in a more even-toned, brighter 
complexion.

FOCUS-ON BODY PROFILE (jawline)    €60
This powerful body sculpting treatment will help you to say goodbye to the “orange peel 
appearance”. The Effective combination of  active ingredients with our dual electro-sonic DF 
technology assist in firming and conditioning, and helps to maintain a smoother, suppler and 
toned-looking skin. This treatment can also improve the appearance of  an unwanted double 
chin.
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Cool Peel Treatments
Environ’s unique Cool Peel Technology is a non-invasive, intelligent skin renewal system 

developed by Dr Des Fernandes, to safely and effectively help refine, revive and

brighten skin. Experience a real, lasting difference to skin through beautiful science.

YOUTH RENEWAL COOL PEEL     €80
This cool peel treatment assists with reducing the appearance of  premature ageing, fine 

lines, sun-damage and an uneven skin complexion. Discover the power of  an intelligent 

skin peel that will leave the skin looking refreshed and vibrantly youthful.

MOISTURE BOOST COOL PEEL     €80
Designed to gently buff  the skins surface and focus on revitalising dry,tired-looking skin, 

revealing a healthy-looking glow. The gentle yet effective peel is suitable to do all year 

round with no visible peeling

DEEP CLEANSING COOL PEEL     €80
Environ’s interpretation of  the classic deep cleanse facial. This unique method of  deep 

cleansing the skin is gentle in exfoliating the skins surface, yet effective in purifying and 

assisting to control the appearance of  congested, breakout-prone skin. This unique, 

gentle peel helps to achieve visible improvements, leaving the skin looking radiantly 

healthy and refreshed.

BRIGHT RECOVERY COOL PEEL     €80
This gentle lactic acid cool peel assists with reducing the appearance of  premature 

ageing, fine lines and uneven toned skin complexion as a result of  excessive sun exposure.

BLEMISH CONTROL COOL PEEL€80
This powerful cool peel therapy assists with the management of  blemish prone, 

distressed skin,by purifying, cleansing and assisting to unclog pores and dissolve impurities. 

Our hero treatment for problematic skin conditions.

VIBRANT-C MICRO PEEL      €80
A concentrated, vitamin C infused peel that is freshly mixed before application to ensure 

optimal freshness and efficacy. Proven to deliver a healthy complexion with an uneven 

skin tone and texture because Vitamin C is essential for the skin to function at its best. 

Excellent choice for sun-damaged, pigmented and mature skins.



With a global reputation for excellence, as one of  the most comprehensive and 
ecologically sound ranges, DECLÉOR SKINCARE harnesses the potent benefits of  
natural ingredients such as essential oils to give beautiful, glowing skin everyday. 
DECLÉOR Pampering Body Care Range leaves skin feeling silky smooth. Tailored 
to suit every skin concern, from toning and lifting to intense hydration, revealing 
skin that is revitalised from Top to Toe

Aromatherapy Body Massage
Heavenly full body Aromatherapy treatments. Everyday stresses and strains simply 
disappear with our heavenly Aromatherapy Massage to either relax, detoxify, tone 
or stimulate.

The incredibly soothing sensation of  the Warm Aromatherapy Balms, expertly blended from an 

exquisite elixir of  natural Essential Oils, melt away tension and ease stress for renewed energy 

and velvety skin.

Price: €70

Red Sea Exfoliating Ritual
Massage and exfoliation combined in an exotic body treatment. Inspired by the 
magical island of  Madagascar, powdered Fruit Seeds of  Orange and Apricot plus 
Essential Oils and Spices are used to polish and perfect skin, leaving it in supreme 
condition.

A delightfully relaxing massage with warm aromatherapy oils then allows your therapist to focus 

on any areas of  tension and stress, re-energising and restoring vitality for skin that’s beautifully 

nourished and exceptionally soft all over.

Price: €65 

BBody Beautiful



From eyebrows to toes and everything in between Glam Beauty Salon Swords 
will help you to prepare for your wedding day, holiday or just routine maintenance.
Put yourself  in our hands…

Waxing
Glam Beauty Salon specialises in precise waxing in a professional manner and environment. 

We use ultra gentle pearl strip wax. Precise hot wax and award winning Lycon Wax which is 

proven to be up to 70% less painful.

Body
Service     Wax Lycon
Full Leg     €40 €45

3/4 Leg     €30 

1/2 Leg     €20 

Top Half  Leg & Bikini    €35 €35

Underarm     €15 €18

Standard Bikini     €20

Californian Bikini Line     €33

Brazilian Bikini Line     €45

Hollywood Bikini Line     €50

Californian & Full Leg Wax    €58

Brazilian & Full Leg Wax     €70

Hollywood & Full Leg Wax    €75

Hollywood Maintenance    

Back     €35 

Arm     €20 

Lower Back     €10 

Chest     €30 

Stomach From    €5 €10

BGrooming



Face
Service     Wax Lycon
Lip     €10 €12
Chin     €12 €15
Lip & Chin     €19 €22
Face Extensive    €25 €30
Eye Brow Wax    €10 €12

Threading
Eyebrow threading is a depilation technique which originated in India, although it 
is also widely practiced in the Middle East – now it is the rage in Dublin!

Salons in Western nations offered the service to Middle Eastern clients for decades before 
European and American women became interested and the popularity of  eyebrow threading 
skyrocketed.

The hair removal technique is not just for the eyebrows: threading can be used to remove other 
facial and is an alternative to waxing, depilatory creams, tweezing and laser and is suitable for 
all clients inc. sensitive skin.

East meets West with this excellent treatment – try it today!

Electrolysis
Electrolysis is a destruction of  hair by using a special kind of  current which 
cauterises the hair root. The method is to treat unwanted hair by applying a small 
amount of  electrical current to the base of  the follicle, by means of  your individual 
probe.

The energy from this hair-fine probe destroys the growth centre of  the hair follicle, called the 
papilla. The probe never actually punctures the skin, rather it is inserted into the natural 
opening formed by the hair follicle. The hair slides out, and is permanently removed.

Ask our therapists which treatment is best suited to your needs.



HD Brows

Glam Beauty Salon offer a range of  eyelash and brow tinting, tidying services that 

create just the right look to compliment and balance your facial features. Nothing 

can beat perfectly shaped brows, they open up the eye area adding emphasis to 

your eye and tinted lashes can really make your eyes look bolder!

HD Brows – 7 Steps To The Perfect Eyebrows

HD Brows is a seven-step eyebrow shaping treatment that focuses on design. It 

involves a combination of  techniques, including tinting, waxing and threading, 

using specialist HD Brows products. There is also a full range of  products you can 

purchase to enhance your brows in between visits.

On average you will need to have this done every 4-6 weeks depending on how quickly you hair 
grows and how well your hair holds colour.

Most people get the HD Brows look immediately. However sometimes it takes a few visits for 
your brows to be perfected.

Even over plucked brows can have HD, your stylist can put you on a regrowth programme that 
will train your brows into shape over a course of  visits.

Brow shapes are tailored to the individual as they have to suit your look and personality. Your 
brows can be made dark or light, thick or thin, sharp or soft.

Our eyebrows are a vital part of  your personality. Not only do they frame your face, over 70% of  
your facial expressions depend on them! And that’s why the right brow shape and colour can 
take years off  you.

HD Brows – €35

BAll about Eyes

Any more questions you may have on HD Brows call us on 01 840 8883
Patch Test Required 24 Hours Beforehand



Eyelash Extensions

What are eyelash extensions and how are they applied?

A lash extension treatment involves applying individual synthetic lashes onto each natural eyelash 

to add extra length and volume. They’re perfect for holidays, a big event or just perfect lashes 

every day.

It takes around an hour and a half  for a full set to be applied, so it’s not a lunch-break treatment. 

But you’ll be surprised; it’s relaxing and a lot of  people fall asleep whilst they’re being applied. 

Plan your time wisely and catch up on some Zzzs at the same time.

Are there different kinds of  lash extensions?

Yes, there are many different variations of  lengths, thicknesses and curvatures which you can 

choose from after an initial consultation with your therapist to get the look you want. You can also 

get half  sets– depending on how full you want your lashes.

How long do lash extensions last for?

Lash extensions typically last the same lifetime as your natural lash cycle, which is between 4-6 

weeks. However, to avoid them looking patchy as they grow out, most lash salons usually 

recommend top ups after 2 or 3 weeks to keep lashes looking completely full and uniform.

Do lash extensions damage your eyelashes?

If  you look after your lashes properly and follow the correct aftercare and removal, then your 

natural eyelashes should be absolutely fine. But, if  you’re a lash picker and start twiddling with 

them as they fall out then you can risk losing a few of  your own at the same time.

Service     Price

Mink Full Set    €70

Mink Half  Set    €50

Mink Refills 3 Weeks    €45

Mink refills 3 Weeks +    €55

Russian Volume Full Set    €90

Russian Volume Half  Set    €65

Russian Volume Refills    €60

Removal From    €20B
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HD Browsculpt

What is brow lamination?

Brow lamination is a two-step eyebrow perming treatment that involves correcting the brow 
shape by setting the hairs in place using a chemical solution. In the first step, a cream is applied 
that breaks down bonds in the eyebrow hairs so they can be manipulated into a new position. 
In the second step, another cream is applied to rebuild these bonds and set the brows in their 
new uniform position.

If  you have unruly, flat or downward growing hairs, eyebrow lamination can change the 
direction of  growth to create a more uniform look with a higher arch and a more desirable 
brow shape. Brow lamination lasts 4 to 6 weeks generally, with proper care allowing the brow 
treatment to last as long as 8 weeks.

If  this new on-trend & in-demand technique isn’t enough, eyebrow lamination forms just part 
of  our full BrowSculpt treatment. Our corrective eyebrow treatment realigns your brow hairs 
into your desired position, making them much easier to manipulate. It can also help to achieve 
instantly fuller looking eyebrows using your existing hair. Whether you want to correct your 
shape, lift the hairs, or both of  these options, here are the benefits of  our bespoke take on the 
brow lamination treatment.

How long does brow lamination last?

Brow lamination results last up to 6 weeks following treatment. Your stylist will provide aftercare 
advice, to help you maintain your fresh brows.

How much does brow lamination cost?

The RRP of  HD Brows BrowSculpt treatment is €55. This includes the brow lamination 
process as part of  the full treatment.

How long does a brow lamination take?

The brow lamination process can take up to 12 minutes, however, other tinting and hair 
removal techniques are incorporated into the treatment. When brow lamination is incorporated 
into the HD Brows treatment, it should take roughly 55 minutes.



Eye Beauty

Glam Beauty Salon offer a range of  eyelash and brow tinting, tidying services that create just 
the right look to compliment and balance your facial features.

Service     Price

Eye Beauty (All Three)    €20
Eyebrow Tint    €9
Eyebrow Trim    €10
Eyelash Tint     €15

Patch Test Required 48 Hours Beforehand

LVL Lashes

How does it work?

By straightening your natural lashes at the root and then tinting them, the LVL Lash Lift gives 
you the appearance of  longer, thicker lashes. No mascara. No messing. Just perfect lashes from 
the moment you wake up.

How long will it take / last?

Around 45 minutes with an expert LVL lash technician. It’s a closed-eye procedure too. Relax. 
Time for a power nap. You’re then set for up to 6-8 weeks.

Will it damage my natural lashes?

We’re the undisputed authority in lash care. So you can be assured that our LVL products have 
been specifically formulated and tested to prevent damage to your lashes.

What aftercare is involved?

LVL is so low maintenance so other than a regular lick of  our nourishing Lash & Brow 
Conditioning Serum, you could say goodbye to mascara for good!

 Price: €55



BNail Care

BGift Vouchers

Give the gift of  beauty.

Gift Vouchers may be purchased in salon 

or online at www.glambeautysalon.ie

Vouchers can be used instore at Glam Beauty. 
Vouchers cannot be exchanged for cash or 
replaced if  lost or stolen. T&C’s apply. 

Service      Price
Manicure      €28

French Manicure     €30

Manicure & Paraffin Hand Treatment   €35

Nail File, Buff  & Polish Fingers    €20

Pedicure      €45

Pedicure & Callus Treatment    €60

Pedicure & Paraffin Treatment    €50

Shellac, Pedicure, Callus & Paraffin Treatment   €70

Nail File, Buff  & Polish Toes    €18

Art / Diamonds from     €5

Princess Polish & Gem (under 10yrs only)   €12

Shellac Pedicure, Callus & Paraffin Treatment   €75



Book a free consultation with any of  our highly trained Therapists.

Service     Price
Bikini     From €50
Lip     From €25
Chin     From €30
Under Arm     From €35
Half  Leg     From €100
Full Leg     From €150
Chest     From €100
Beard     From €80
Side Of  Face    From €25
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Acrylics
Glam Beauty Salon feature an extensive range of  nail extension services. As well as 
providing nail extensions, we can provide nail repair / removal, nail polishing, and nail art.

Extensions can be created as natural look nails with clear and natural powders or as a 
permanent French Manicured nail created with white and pink powders.

Service      Price
Full Set French Tip     €55
Full Set Pink     €50
Full Set & Shellac     €60
Refills Pink      €35
Refills Pink & White     €40
Refills & Shellac     €50
Additives / Nail Art     €15
Removal & Nail Re-Juvenation    €28
Per Tip Repair     €6
Re-Gloss      €15



Tans at Glam

Our expert therapists will analyse your skin and then apply Make-up products that will both 
suit and compliment your skin tone as well as highlighting your best features!

Whether it is a natural or vibrant look you want, Glam have all the products needed from 
MAC To Jane Ordell To DIOR to suit any occasion, from our pastel pinks that will put a 
spring in your step to our vibrant reds as well as our gorgeous eye dusts which can create a 
fresh natural eye or a gorgeous smoky eye for a more seductive look!

Make Up Application     €40

Bridal Make Up              from €55

BMake Up

Service                   Description Price

Fake Bake, White To Brown, Vita Liberata, Bellamianta          Full Body €25

Fake Bake, White To Brown, Vita Liberata, Bellamianta          Half  Body €15
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Hot Stone Massage
Divine heated stones relax away muscle tension and strains. The most blissful way to soothe body 

and mind, stress doesn’t stand a chance against this divine warm stone massage.

Your personalised sensorial journey relies on the therapist’s intuitive touch in harmony with 

smooth, heat-releasing stones. Individually shaped, these magical stones help release tension, 

soothe aches and rebalance energy levels

FULL BODY – €75  BACK – €45

Aromatherapy Massage
Everyday stresses and strains simply disappear with our heavenly Aromatherapy Massage to 

either relax, detoxify, tone or stimulate. The incredibly soothing sensation of  the Warm 

Aromatherapy Balms, expertly blended from an exquisite elixir of  natural Essential Oils, melt 

away tension and ease stress for renewed energy and velvety skin.

€70.00

Swedish Massage
A deeply relaxing massage designed to ease tired muscles, increase circulation and speed up 

lymphatic drainage. Great for restoring vitality.

FULL BODY – €65  BACK – €40

Pregnancy Massage
Pregnancy Massage is therapeutic bodywork that focuses on the special needs of  the Mum-to-be 

during pregnancy. Regular massage during pregnancy is wonderfully relaxing for the mum-to-be 

and baby. It can help relieve many of  the complaints and discomforts of  pregnancy such as 

muscle pain and tension backaches leg cramps morning sickness fluid retention fatigue and 

sleeping difficulties.

€55

BMassage
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Anti-Ageing Treatment
This advanced treatment can benefit a wider group of  patients who not only want to address the 

effect of  aging, but also wish to add glamour to their facial expression.

In aesthetics, muscles causing facial expression can be manipulated favourably by using 

anti-wrinkle injection which will result in movements that could enhance attractive looks in 

addition to the wrinkle taming.

All anti-wrinkle Procedures are carried out by our locally based doctor.

Prices vary but as a guide:

1 Area  €200  2 Areas  €300 3 Areas  €380

Lip Enhancement
Gaining the look you require is simple and quick and the results are immediate. Dermal fillers 

are great for nasolabial lines and plumping up the lip area and in particular combats smokers 

lines around the mouth.

One of  the great advantages of  using dermal fillers is that they are long lasting but not 

permanent.

1ml from €300

Dermal Fillers
Gaining the look you require is simple and quick and the results are immediate. Dermal fillers 

are great for nasolabial lines, scars and in particular to combat smoker or lip lines around the 

mouth.

Contact the Salon on 01 840 8883. For Prices And More Information

BCosmetic Doctor



Unit 11 Town Centre Mall
Swords, Dublin.

K67 YP92

    01 840 8883

    info@glambeautysalon.ie

www.glambeautysalon.ie

Opening Hours:

Monday: 9.30 – 18:00
Tuesday: 9.30 – 20:00

Wednesday: 9.30 – 20:00
Thursday: 9.30 – 21:00

Friday: 9.30 – 21:00
Saturday: 9.30 – 17:30


